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NASA'S METEOKOLOGICAL PROGRAMS - BEYOND TEE FIRST FIVE YEARS
Dr. Richard L. Haley
Meteorological Programs
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C.
Summary
The requirements or objectives for a meteorological satellite program
and the application of the data obtained from these satellites to the
problem of weather forecasting and meteorological research is related to
the existing NASA flight program. The results of the ten meteorological
satellites, nine TIROS and one Nimbus launched during the past five years,
are summarized.
The status of the flight program for the next twelve
months is discussed and details are given on the future meteorological pro
gram which has been developed to meet the objectives initially outlined.
Included in the presentation are the Weather Bureau funded TIROS Opera
tional Satellite System, Nimbus G, B, and D, as well as TIROS K and the
meteorological experiments on the Applications Technology Satellites.
The First Five Years (The Past Program)
Last Thursday was April Fool ! s Day—1 April. Five years before, in I960,
the first meteorological (weather) satellite was launched from here. Since
that time, with the exception of a few months in 1960 and 1961, there have
been one or more operating meteorological satellites in orbit at all times.
Today there are three.
Before I get into the program, let me briefly show a few slides to point
out how meteorology fits into the overall NASA job.
How does NASA do its job?

Slide AA 6^-2

Where is Meteorology?

Slide SP 6^-182

What is the Meteorology Program?
Slide SF 63-1^-3

NASA's Operating Organization
OSSA Organization and Centers
Meteorological Systems Program

This, then, is our program; but what are our objectives or requirements
and how is the data obtained, used or applied to the everyday weather fore
casting problem?
Our first requirement is to provide for global and local readout of cloud
cover day and night. The application of the data obtained is for identifica
tion and tracking of storms and fronts and the information is used in 2^-36
hour weather predictions.
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The orbiting of the first nine TIROS satellites and Nimbus I during the
past five years has laid the foundation for an operational system that
"will satisfy this requirement. This operational system will be discussed
next under our present program. First, let me summarize the results of the
TIROS and Nimbus flights to date.
TIROS Highlights I-IV (Slide SF-3712)
TIROS I demonstrated that cloud cover information as provided by a satel
lite would be useful in describing the atmospheric motions. It established
the meteorological satellite as a vital scientific instrument. The picture
in the figure dramatically shows what has been referred to as "Nature drawing
her own weather map with clouds . "
TIROS II included IR sensors and, in the case given (See Slide), useful
correlations were shown between the temperatures inferred from the satellite
IR data and cloud heights measured by conventional methods .
TIROS III was launched in time ID provide excellent hurricane coverage in
the summer of 196! and the figure shows the five hurricanes and two typhoons
that TIROS III was able to identify and locate in one 2^-hour period.
TIROS IV data were used in a joint program (TIREC) with the Canadian De
partment of Transport and the United States Weather Bureau in providing ice
reconnaissance of the St. Lawrence River during the late winter and early
spring 1962. This series of pictures shows the ice conditions around Prince
Edward Island and changes in this ice pattern over a period of about one week.
TIROS Highlights V-VIII (Slide SF-3718)
TIROS V was launched into a higher inclination orbit of 58° an& began to
provide pictures to us from the higher latitudes, although the polar regions
as yet were not available to us. These pictures in the slide show Kamchatka
which lies between 51° an(3- 60° North.
TIROS VI may be called the first truly operational TIROS satellite since
the purpose for launching it was in order to insure a continuity of opera
tional data during the hurricane season of 1962. In addition to this opera
tional use of TIROS VI, it also provided operational support to Project
Swift Strike, the United States Army cold region projects, special programs
of the University of Columbia and Texas A&M, and, in particular, to the NASA
Mercury flights of Walter Shirra and Gordon Cooper. Shown here is the re
covery of Shirra after his orbital flight. TIROS provided information on
the cloud free areas where recovery could be made of this astronaut.
TIROS VII brought us closer to the concept of global coverage in that,
by launching TIROS VII in a phase opposition to the TIROS VI that was already
aloft, it was possible to extend the coverage. This slide shows the lati
tudinal coverage that is possible by two such satellites that are aloft. The
scale is latitude as the ordinate and time is the abscissa. By launching satel
lites in this manner, nearly double the coverage is possible.
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TIROS VIII highlight was the inclusion of the Automatic Picture Transmis
sion (APT) for flight test. Shown here is an APT picture provided "by the
TIROS VIII of the West Coast of the United States showing an extensive cloud
bank off the Coast. This information, of course, is not otherwise available
to the forecasters in that region. Increased lifetimes have been achieved
by the TIROS Satellites—TIROS VII and VIII are still operating after 21 and
15 months, respectively. The total data produced by TIROS exceeds one-third
of a million pictures.
The last TIROS, launched last January, was the first of the new generation
or TIROS Wheel.
TIROS Wheel (Slide SF 6^-7^3)
This slide shows a TIROS in the wheel configuration as it proceeds from
launch and separation through the standard TIROS orientation, then through
several orbits and, finally, the gradual reorientation into the wheel mode.
To the right in the slide, the oriented TIROS wheel is seen in its final
operating mode sweeping out a pole-to-pole swath, taking a picture, as re
quired, when the cameras look directly down at the earth. Thus, Earthoriented pictures have been provided continually for the first time from a
TIROS satellite.
In the past, the average Operational support using TIROS data has been:
190
6
^4-0
15

Usable pictures per day
Nephanalyses per day
Special storm advisories per month
Improvements to weather analyses per month.

With TIROS IX now providing world-wide coverage daily, these figures will go up.
Next, I want to discuss the Nimbus I flight of last year.
Nimbus I

(Slide 63-151)

In 196^-, we saw the launch and successful operation of the first Nimbus
satellite. I would like to take this opportunity to review briefly the
achievements of this first flight of Nimbus and to indicate how successful
it was in meeting its design objectives. For the first flight, three cloud
information experiments were flown. These were an Advanced Vidicon Camera
System (AVCS) to provide high resolution global cloud pictures during the
daylight portions of the Nimbus orbit, a High Resolution Infrared Radiometer
(HRIR) to provide global cloud cover data during the dark portions of the
orbit, at which time the AVCS lacks the sensitivity to provide good pictures
by star illumination, and the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system to
provide real-time direct readout daylight cloud pictures for local weather
analyses and predictions.
Nimbus I was launched on August 28, 196^ by a Thor-Agena vehicle. Due to
a short second burn by the Agena B vehicle, the orbit achieved was somewhat
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more elliptical than desired. It had an apogee of 597 statute miles, a
perigee of 272 statute miles, with an inclination of 98.7 degrees, and a
period of 98-3 minutes. The characteristics of this orbit make it sun
synchronous, i.e., its precession is such that the orbital plane is always
coincident with the earth-sun line. All systems operated and the sensors
provided excellent data. The sensors continued to provide data throughout
the active life of the spacecraft.
On September 21, 196^ telemetry data from the satellite revealed that
the solar paddles were locked in place and were not receiving enough solar
energy to maintain the charge on the batteries. Subsequent interrogation
on September 23, 196^ clearly indicated no useful signal from the satellite.
At that time, Nimbus I was considered to have stopped functioning.
In summary then, during its three and one-half weeks of life, Nimbus took
12,137 individual frames of AVCS pictures, an estimated 1,930 APT cycles, and
over 6,880 minutes of HRIR data. Hurricanes Cleo, Dora, Ethel, and Florence
were observed and Typhoons Ruby and Sally in the Pacific were located by this
spacecraft.
Let us first compare, on the table in Chart SF 65-3732 the performance of
the satellite and its various subsystems with the design objectives. The in
adequate orbit, as previously mentioned, reflects the effect of the short
Agena second burn.
The attitude controls achieved initial stabilization and maintained the
satellite attitude within the design objectives in roll and pitch for ninety
percent of the orbit. From this, it is clear that the control system was
successfully coping with a significantly elliptical orbit, a situation really
outside the design objectives. The remainder of the items, including the
power system, the thermal controls, the command system, the transmission
system and the sensors, all performed as required. As mentioned previously,
the spacecraft ceased providing useful data after three and one-half weeks,
thus not achieving its lifetime design objective.
The most obvious measure of the success of any flight program is the nature
of the data that are provided by its flights. The APT was spectacular in its
level of performance and achievement. The full potential of the APT system
was graphically illustrated by the pictures received from two passes of the
satellite over the Atlantic and Eastern Seaboard of the United States on
August 29, 196^4- (one day after launch). Chart SF 65-371^ shows these two
passes as made into a gridded mosaic. The substantial North-South extent of
the APT coverage is demonstrated by the fact that the pass to the left covers
a 2,700 nautical mile long strip from Venezuela to Canada with continuous over
lap of the pictures. The two passes together show how a large area from east
to west can be viewed--from the, western part of the Atlantic to the middle of
the continent. Forty-five degrees in longitude are spanned--one-eighth of the
way around the world. And the good quality of the pictures is apparent. Such
geographic features as Cuba, Florida, and the Great Lakes stand out clearly
in this high resolution picture taken from an Earth-oriented satellite.
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Hurricane Cleo is pinpointed as veil as cloud "banks over the northeastern
part of the United States. Under optimum conditions, three passes can "be
acquired "by any one station—one overhead and one to each side.
Excellent quality APT pictures were also received by foreign countries.
Eighteen stations, located in thirteen countries, "were purchased from the
United States. Nations such as England, Germany, Australia, Indonesia,
Brazil, Switzerland, and Denmark either "built their own stations using
their own ingenuity or with detailed information supplied by us.
The next picture in Chart SF 65-662 demonstrates some of the advances
which were made with the Advanced Vidicon'Camera System over the previous
TIROS camera system. The location is over the lower portion of Great Britain
showing Liverpool, the Irish Sea, Isle of Man and the east coast of Ireland.
The clarity of the picture is quite good, but of greater interest is the
fact that this picture, as it was received at Goddard Space Flight Center,
was already gridded with latitude and longitude lines on it. This informa
tion is provided by a computer using the orbital and attitude information
for the satellite when the picture was taken. The consecutive black and
white dots delineate the latitude and longitude. In the light areas of
cloudiness in the lower part of the picture the black dots stand out,
whereas in areas of no cloudiness where the photograph is dark, the white
dots show up so that the latitude and longitude lines are always quite
distinct. The computer also prints out in numbers the latitude and longi
tude of a specific intersection on the photograph which is indicated by the
arrowhead in the center of the photograph, in this case, 5^° north latitude
and ^4-° west longitude. All longitudes are measured east of Greenwich and,
hence, the three digit number (356) is used.
The data shown so far have been the kinds of data obtained from the TIROS
satellites previously (i.e., they have been pictures produced by camera
•systems). However, an entirely new system was included aboard the Nimbus
satellite, one which had never been carried on the TIROS satellites. This
was the High Resolution Infrared Radiometer, the HRIR, which was to present
in pictorial format and on a real-time basis, the cloud cover information
from the dark side of the earth. This sensor measures intensity of radiation
from the ground and from cloud tops and the intensity is a function of the
temperature of the radiating surface. In order to apply these data to opera
tional purposes, a scheme was devised to convert different intensities of
radiation into a grey scale so that the higher levels of radiation emitted
by surfaces of higher temperatures (e.g., the surface of the earth) would
appear as dark and the lower levels of radiation coming from surfaces with
colder temperatures (e.g., cloud top regions) would appear as lighter colors.
In this manner, the clouds would appear as white over a darker background.
Moreover, colder clouds extending to higher altitudes would appear whiter
than lower clouds whose tops are warmer. We shall illustrate this in the
next chart.
A small section of an HRIR orbital swath is shown in the next illustration
(Chart SF 65-6^9). The upper half of the illustration shows Gladys as it is
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pictorially reconstructed from the High Resolution Infrared Radiometer
measurements such as are showii in the lower half of the illustration. This
is a single analog trace of an east-west scan path of the radiometer through
the hurricane. It required many such scans to reproduce the entire picture.
The trace provides the temperature of the cloud top. The horizon-to-horizon
length of the scan is about 3^000 miles. It appears from the analysis of
the temperatures that the radiometer was able to "see" all the way down to
the sea surfaces in the eye of the hurricane. The eye appears on this trace
as the high; central "spike." It should "be noted that the temperatures can
be read from the original trace to within two degrees Fahrenheit. Conse
quently, while this photograph shows only about ten graduations of light
and dark, the temperatures as derived from the radiation traces range through
3,bout one hundred graduations. This degree of sensitivity is tremendously
useful in determining cloud top heights and in general analyses of data.
Chart SF 65-6^7 shows a pass recorded by the .HRIR from the South Pole to
tfie North Pole. As pictures, the quality of these HRIR pictures is equiva
lent to the quality of the TIROS TV pictures. With HRIR, individually
framed pictures are not obtained but, rather, a continuous scan as the satel
lite moves forward. Consequently, each pass appears as a strip. This pass,
with South to the right and North to the left which has been gridded, shows
from right to left the boundary of Antarctica, a frontal zone to the north
of Antarctica, and the Inter-tropical Zone of Convergence (iTC) south of the
equator. Other landmarks readily identified are the island of Madagascar at
approximately 20°S latitude, and the Aral Sea in Siberia. It should also be
noted that the cloud formations are more extensive in the southern hemisphere
due to this being their winter season. The HRIR scans demonstrate the capa
bility to observe and present in pictorial format the earth's cloud cover as
it exists at night.
It is gratifying to note that the Weather Bureau's participating stations
and other stations used routinely the APT pictures received from Nimbus I.
The Weather Bureau received AVCS data and their utilization of it was in
creasing as they approached their planned operational data handling capability.
It had been planned to provide gridded HRIR data to the Weather Bureau and
this, too, was to be used in the analysis activities. The Weather Bureau
has developed a computing complex to receive the quantitative data and con
vert them operationally for storm identification and tracking.
The launch and successful operation of Nimbus I has proved the success of
the basic Nimbus spacecraft design. It has also given NASA a better insight
as to what additional modifications will be required in the system design for
the next Nimbus flight. As mentioned previously, the primary limitation of
the first Nimbus flight was the result of the failure of the Agena B vehicle
to inject the spacecraft in the proper polar, near-circular orbit and the
failure in the spacecraft solar paddle rotation mechanism. The first of these
failures resulted in less than complete global cloud coverage and the second
reduced spacecraft lifetime. I will next discuss the present program or
events of the next twelve months--first Nimbus C and then TOS.
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Present Program
Nimbus G
Daring 1965 ^ NASA plans to develop and test an improved version of Nimbus I
spacecraft that will be launched in CY 1966. Modifications to the solar paddle
mechanism will be made and an improved Thor booster configuration will be used
to increase the payload and attitude capabilities of the Nimbus G spacecraft.
Except for the addition of a new sensor (an improved version of the fivechannel Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR) flown in the TIROS series)),
and the fix on the solar array drive, the next spacecraft, designated Nimbus C,
will be practically identical to Nimbus I.
To be more specific, the primary mission objectives for Nimbus C will be
to overcome the altitude limitations experienced by the Nimbus I flight and
to extend sensory data coverage by use of a set of Nimbus I type AVCS, APT,
and HRIR sensors. The HRIR subsystems will be modified to test on an experi
mental basis the possibility of providing nighttime cloud cover data direct
readout capability through the APT subsystem which would provide for the first
time both daytime as well as nighttime cloud cover pictures to local users
equipped with APT ground stations. Modifications to the APT ground station
may be required. In addition, an advanced digital Medium Resolution Infrared
Radiometer (MRIR) sensor will be added to the sensory complex. This new sensor
will provide data similar to that from TIROS III which is shown in Chart SF
65-663. This will permit a full global study of the earth*s heat balance,
and represents one of the most significant meteorological experiments so far
undertaken. This work will be expedited immensely by the digitized nature
of the Nimbus C radiometer system. TIROS III utilized an analog system.
This, combined with the spin-stabilization of TIROS, resulted in complex data
reduction and analysis problems. Some of the data from 196! were available
for publication only as late as in 196^. The Nimbus data, on the other hand,
can be reduced at a rate limited only by computer capabilities. The five data
channels of the MRIR to be flown on Nimbus are :
1.

Water-vapor absorption band - 6.5 to 7.0 microns.

2.

Atmospheric window - 10 to 11 micron band.

3-

Stratospheric temperatures - 1^1- to 16 microns.

k.

Terrestrial radiation - 7 "to 30 microns.

5-

Albedo radiation - 0.2 to k microns.

The changes contemplated to the spacecraft will require the planned in
creased booster capability. NASA intends to obtain this new booster capability
by employing the Thrust-Augmented Thor-Agena which is being fabricated for this
next flight. The vehicle will provide the additional thrust required to lift
the new payload of approximately one hundred pounds above the Nimbus I weight
of eight hundred and thirty pounds. It will permit achievement of a nearly
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circular polar orbital altitude of six hundred nautical miles. The new alti
tude is more favorable for the experiment since, at higher altitudes, more
coverage -will be obtained and more time -will be available to acquire and in
terrogate the satellite from the CDA stations.
TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) System
During the past year we have successfully established, jointly with the
Weather Bureau, the design requirements for the first generation operational
system which is referred to as the TOS system, i.e., TIROS Operational Satel
lite System. It has been determined that the initial TOS spacecraft will be
in the wheel configuration and will be of two kinds—one will carry the Auto
matic Picture Transmission (APT) system and the other the Advanced Vidicon
Camera System (AVCS), both developed and flown under the Nimbus program.
These systems will satisfy requirements for local and global cloud coverage,
-respectively.
The initial TOS system will meet the user agency requirements for local
and global daytime cloud coverage. However, two TOS spacecraft are required
in orbit to provide redundantly, both full daylight global coverage and
direct readout by local stations during daylight—one with the AVCS cameras
and the other with APT cameras. With regard to the nighttime requirements,
the initial TOS system provides no capability for nighttime cloud cover and
cloud top measurements. However, a sensor for the radiation measurements for
heat balance determination will be included on TOS A.
A recording capability is being developed
Supporting Research and Technology Program.
and the APT system will be combined into one
this combined system redundantly on a single

for use with the APT in the
Thus, the global coverage system
system and will permit flying
satellite some time in the future.

Work is also under way to provide, on a future operational satellite, for
the evolutionary requirements for nighttime cloud cover and cloud top measure
ments and for direct readout at night. This latter system may well use a
development of the HRIR system which has been so successful aboard Nimbus, and
would utilize the APT ground stations.
The initial six spacecraft for the TOS system have been placed under con
tract. The initial spacecraft is to be delivered during the winter of 19651966 to be followed by a subsequent spacecraft so as to allow continuous
operation of the system. This, then, will be the first truly operational
weather satellite system.
In addition to the TOS spacecraft effort NASA has, during the past year,
laid out plans for the supporting ground system. Two Command and Data Acquisi
tion facilities will be used. One will be located at Gilmore Creek, Alaska,
and a secondary station will be at Wallops Station, Virginia. The satellite
data received at these two stations will be transmitted to a central facility
at the U.S. Weather Bureau's National Weather Satellite Center for processing
and analyses in near real time.
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The Future Program
Our future program results from the one requirement already discussed
and its application, and the other three requirements and their applications.
All are shorn on the table below:
APPLICATION

REQUIREMENTS

II

Provide for global and local
readout of cloud cover day
and night.

Identification and tracking of
storms and fronts.
2^-36 hour weather prediction.

Provide global quantitative
measurement of temperature.
Wind and moisture as a
function of height--global
radiative flux measurement

Use in general circulation
models.
Extension of atmospheric
predictability to several
weeks.

III Provide "continuous"
observations of the same local
area (satellite at synchronous
altitude).
IV

Locating short duration severe storms.
Identifying rapid weather
Development---Tropical
Meteorology---Wind Fields
Long lived, economical, power, and
stabilization systems for
operational satellites.
Improved operation and capability
of instrumentation and components.

Technology development

Requirement I has been discussed. TOS and TOS Improvements will be required
in the future and in the years ahead there will be a second generation to this
operational system. Bat the two exciting areas in the future will be the pro
grams to satisfy Requirements II and III.
In the time remaining, I will only outline the program to satisfy Require
ment III, that is—Provide "Continuous" Observations of the Same Local Area
(Satellite at Synchronous Altitude) and devote the balance of the time to the
second requirement.
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite Experiments
Synchronous satellites are launched into an equatorial orbit at an altitude
of approximately 22,300 miles. In such an orbit, a satellite appears to re
main stationary over the earth. In this manner, the capability can be achieved
for continuously viewing the earth, particularly in areas of storm formation
(for example, hurricane breeding areas), of severe storms (tornadoes and thunder
storms), and of rapid weather changes. The United States, Mexico, and all of
South America is an area which a single such satellite can continuously monitor,
and an area which we are quite sure can be satisfactorily viewed for meteoro
logical purposes. The meteorological community is showing a continual increase
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in their already strong and vide interest in achieving this capability.
Interest has been expressed by both the operational and research meteoro
logists. We expect that successful R&D experiments and flights will lead
to requirements for an operational capability by the early 1970 ! s.
The
feasibility of achieving such an orbit has been shown by the SYNCOM series
of satellites.
TIROS K
The first experiment leading toward such a capability at synchronous alti
tude will be that of utilizing the TIROS K R&D spacecraft in a highly eccen
tric orbit mission. This flight will utilize a spacecraft in the basic, or
.space-oriented TIROS configuration. That is, the cameras will be aimed out
through the flat bottom of the satellite. The spacecraft would be launched
into a highly elliptical orbit with an apogee at about 22,000 miles and a
perigee at about 200 miles. Included would be low resolution and high re
solution cameras with resolutions of about 9-5 and 1-5 miles per TV line,
respectively. Using these cameras, views are expected to be obtained of the
entire visible disc of the earth as well as several hours of continuous
observation of a cloud area about 200 to 300 miles square.
The illustration (Chart SF 65-3598) shows in concept how this spin stabil
ized satellite would be used. Orbiting witb its spin axis always pointing
in the same direction in space, TIROS would approach and reach its apogee
while providing two to three house of data per orbit (indicated by the heavy
solid and dotted line along the orbital path) which would cover both the
visible disc of the earth and a relatively small particular field of view
during a given period in each orbit. It is due to the shape of the projection
of the orbit on the surface of the earth (a somewhat complex combination of
spacecraft orbit and inclination, as well as the rotation of the earth) that
the observations are made prior to and at apogee, rather than on both sides
of the apogees. The areas of view will both change with each apogee, and
depend on the launch and orbital parameters.
This TIROS will be the initial contributor to the effort toward develop
ment of synchronous meteorological satellite systems. The data recorded
during the viewing time will allow the meteorologist to follow continuously
individual weather patterns for several hours.'..for_.the first time. Many
meteorologists share our belief that this and the full views of the visible
disc of the earth will be highly interesting and that valuable data will be
obtained for the research meteorologist.
Applications Technology Satellites
The next meteorological flight experiment will be placed aboard the second
Applications Technology Satellite (ATS), to be orbited at a 6,500 mile altitude,
and utilizing gravity gradient stabilization. Two cameras are planned for in
clusion on this flight and on subsequent ATS flights. In each case, low re
solution pictures of the full visible disc of the earth will be taken as well
as high resolution pictures of selected smaller areas. These cameras, while
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obtaining TV picture data for the first time from this altitude "will also
contribute the test information for evaluation of gravity gradient stabili
zation "when combined with meteorological subsystems.
Another similar flight experiment will be included aboard the second
spin-stabilized ATS at synchronous altitude. The two cameras will have the
previously described capabilities and will provide the first long-term con
tinuous viewing capabilities as compared with the two to three hours from
TZROS K. The cameras for this flight experiment must ope with the satel
lite ! s considerable spin rate (established for other vital experiments
aboard). These cameras will be accompanied by heat balance and other infra
red radiation experiments. These infrared data will be used in research
directly pertaining to the basic understanding of weather phenomena, and are
of commensurate interest with the picture data.
A flight experiment will also be placed aboard the gravity gradient
stabilized ATS spacecraft to be orbited at synchronous altitude. The meteoro
logical sensor capabilities desired aboard this spacecraft will be very similar
to those aboard the spin-stabilized previous ATS at synchronous altitude, but
will not be required to compensate for the spacecraft spin rate. Improved
quality data are therefore expected. Development work is under way to provide
zoom lenses for the camera systems so that very high resolution pictures can
be obtained of selected areas. Further work is necessary for achieving the
stabilization and pointing accuracies for zooming in on a desired area within
the visible disc of the earth, for instance, tracking a severe local storm
within the United States. It would be highly desirable to be able to provide
this information both during the day and at night.
Finally, I want to discuss NASA's program to solve Requirement II, that is,
provide global quantitative measurement of temperature, wind and moisture as
a function of height and global radiative flux measurements.
Nimbus B & D
Since World War II there have been major advances in all fields of science.
In meteorology there have been similar developments. One of the most important
of these has been a better understanding and representation of the general
circulation of the atmosphere. Concurrently, with this advance have been ad
vances in solving in real time the complex differential equations used in the
atmospheric models that have been made of the general circulation. This is
now possible through computer technology. But one thing has been lacking*the initial conditions for our differential equations. The global quantitative
measurements of temperature, wind and moisture as a function of height when
known at one time, can be placed as initial conditions in our differential
equations and the extension of atmospheric predictability to several weeks
becomes possible. Thus are satellites which have always been data rich, if
they become rich with the proper type of data, can feed the data hungry com
puters and make possible great advances in weather predictions. Our program
in this area is already under way.
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During the latter part of FY 1965, in addition to the activity on Nimbus C
described above, NASA plans to initiate the design and development of an im
proved version of the Nimbus spacecraft utilizing knowledge gained from the
first Nimbus flight. This will involve two R&D flights designated as Nimbus
B and D. Two spacecraft are considered since the number of candidates in
terms of sensors and subsystems will not fit in one spacecraft. In addition,
the Nimbus D spacecraft is considered a backup for the Nimbus B spacecraft
should flight failure occur and it also will be able to accommodate changes
suggested by the flight of Nimbus B in essentially the same configuration.
These flights are tentatively palnned for 1967 and 1968.
To meet the second requirement just discussed, several experiments are
being considered. These are the infrared interferometer, the Weather Bureau
sponsored spectrometer, and the microwave radiometer as the initial experi
ments in an attempt to measure the vertical temperature distribution of the
atmosphere. Also included is the Interrogation, Recording, and Location
Subsystem (IRLS) which will be discussed later in more detail. To extend
meteorological observations to regions of the terrestrial and solar spectrum
not previously covered, the solar UV photometer and sferics experiments are
under consideration. The solar ultra-violet system is important in under
standing the formation and distribution of atmospheric ozone while the sferics
experiment is important to measure and record emanations in the radio frequency
band which are made by thunderstorms.
Next, additional global coverage of infrared radiation data would be ob
tained by improved versions of the five-channel digital medium resolution
infrared radiometer as well as a direct readout version of the HRIR, which
has provided very useful pictures of nighttime eloud cover aboard Nimbus I.
The flight testing of basic technology includes the fifty-watt radioisotope
thermo-electric generator. The radioisotope thermo-electric generator may be
particularly useful in long-lived meteorological satellites.
The next chart (SF 65-3753) shows the interrogation, recording and location
subsystem (IRLS). While the spectrometer and interferometer on the satellite
will measure vertical distribution of temperature directly from the satellite,
the IRLS system will receive this data from platforms immersed in the atmos
phere and located on the surface of the earth. The instrumented platforms
would carry transponders providing the sensory data and location information
which is transmitted to the satellite as it passes overhead. The satellite
would then relay this data to the command and data acquisition stations.
As shown in the illustration (Chart SF 65-3753)* the satellite would inter
rogate a platform and the time to respond would determine the distance of the
platforms from the satellite ! s orbital projection, on the earth. Qhis is re
presented on the chart in the inset where an arc of a circle is drawn at the
distance from the subsatellite point. A second Interrogation determines the
location of the platform by intersection of the 'two arcs. When balloons are
used, positions determined on consecutive orbits will provide the average wind
velocity during this period.
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The experiments involving the measurement of vertical temperatures, "by
spectrometers and vertical temperatures as veil as other quantitative
parameters with IRLS are considered to "be major steps in the study of the
dynamics of the atmosphere.
Final Summary
In summary, while the first five years have provided a foundation for
our first TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) system, it has also pointed
research in the proper direction for the development of advanced sensors
and Advanced techniques. These sensors and techniques •will be utilized
on meteorological satellites in the next few years to provide the data
necessary for significant advances in weather prediction.
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